TWIST lower legs halfway around.

PULL out robot arms from the back of tiger shown. Pull up on back panel and swing down. Forward legs down.

TWIST HERE

Press "squirter" bellows and place in water. Release bellows to fill. Squeeze to squirt. Squirter weapon goes into tiger head.

MAXIMAL™

TIGATRON™

FUNCTION: RECONNAISSANCE

Approximated by Optimus Prime™ for northern polar sector reconnaissance. Reaches the frozen tundra in animal form, but quickly converts to robot mode for battle, removing the titanium exoskeleton to expose his powerful body. The powerful and considered transform, Tiger, is also equipped with a twin head blaster that stuns multiple foes, rendering them bodies ceaseless.

PROOF OF PURCHASE


IN THE EVENT OF BETTER QUALITY REPLACEMENTS BEING AVAILABLE, WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REPLACE THIS PRODUCT WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION. FACTORY PACKAGING MAY BE DIFFERENT FROM MODEL SHOWN.